
The RHIC accelerator complex

 Two independent rings 
which can accelerate 
various kinds of ions 
(proton to Au nucleus) 
and polarized protons

 6 interaction points and 5 
experiments

 smax = 500 GeV for p+p 
(200 GeV for Run-2)

 Lmax = 2 ×1031 cm-2sec-1

for  p+p



The PHENIX Detector

 e, , h (Central Arms)
 || < 0.35,   = 

 pT > 0.2 GeV/c (charged 
particles)

  (Muon Arms)
 1.2 < || < 2.4,   = 2

 ptot > 2 GeV/c

 Interaction-trigger and 
vertex Detectors
 Beam-Beam Counters

(3.0 < || < 3.9)

 Zero-Degree Calorimeters

(|| > 6.2)

 Normalization Trigger
Counters (1.1 < || < 2.8)

Independent measurements of J/ using both e+e- channel and +-

channel



The Beam-Beam Counters (BBC)

 Cherenkov radiators (Quartz) 
each mounted on a PMT

 Sensitive to charged particles 
with  > 0.7

 Cover 3.0 < || < 3.9 with a full 
azimuth

 Primary trigger counter for p+p
minimum bias (inelastic) 
events with ~50% efficiency

 Used as a luminosity monitor

 Determine event z-vertex 
positions (resolution ~2 cm for 
p+p  good enough for J/)



Magnets in PHENIX

 Axial field for the Central 
Arms (Central Magnet)

 Radial field for the Muon 
Arms (Muon Magnets)

 Steel of the Central 
Magnet and the copper 
nosecones serve as 
hadron absorber (5 
interaction length) for the 
Muon Arms

 Useful vertex range for 
physics analyses is 
|z|<40cm (positions of 
the nosecones)



The PHENIX Muon Arms
 Detect muons with 

 ptot > 2 GeV/c 

 -1.2 >  > -2.2 (South Arm) or                  
1.2 <  < 2.4 (North Arm)

 Muon Tracker (MuTr)

 Measure momentum of muons
with cathode-readout strip 
chambers at 3 stations inside 
Muon Magnet

 Muon Identifier (MuID)

 /µ separation with 5-layer 
sandwich of chambers (Iarocci 
tubes) and steel

 Trigger muons

MuID

MuTr Muon Magnet

South Muon Arm was successfully operated first time during Run-2

Beam Pipe

IP



MuTr Mechanics

 Cathode-readout strip chambers 
at three stations inside the radial-
field magnet 

 3 (or 2) gaps in each station

 All gaps are divided into octants 
electrically and mechanically (for 
station 2 and 3)

 2 cathode planes and 1 anode-
wire plane in each gap with 3.2-
mm anode-cathode spacing

 5-mm width cathode strips with 
alternate readout

 Multiple strip orientations to 
determine 2-D positions in each 
gap and reject ghost tracks

 100-m position resolution 
achieved in a cosmic ray test
 Low noise

 Well Calibrated

Station-2 octant
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Ar:CO2:CF4 = 50:30:20
HV : ~1850V

Strip Signal

Strip #
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Read out 1cm pitch
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Average # of strips/track~2.4

Requirement
Noise/Signal < 1%

 Strip width – 0.5cm, 1.0cm readout
 Anode-cathode spacing – 3.2mm
 Various angles of strips with respect to the anode wires 

Cathode Strip Chamber



 Cathode Electronics RMS Noise Requirement

– 0.8 fC (1.6 ADC counts) for a typical pulse of 80 fC. (1%)

Input and Response Pedestal Noise

Input pulse amplitude
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Slope=Gain

Gain and Pedestal Noise

Chamber resolution 100 um : 1cm readout => 1%

Noise 80fC*1% = 0.8fC



MuTr Front End Electronics

 Low noise and high speed 

 T0 -> reject out of time pulse
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ADC

64-cell AMU

Store pulse samples in AMU at 

10 MHz RHIC Beam Clock

GL-1 trigger

Data rate

~25KHz

11-bit,200MHz

PreAmp

Muon Chamber

4-samples per pulse to 

improve signal/noise

T0

time



MuID Mechanics

 4 large panels and 2 small panels in 

one layer (gap)

 In a panel, Iarocci tubes with

2.5~5.6m length and 8.4cm width

run both horizontally and vertically

 6340 tubes (3170 channels) are 

used for one Arm

South Muon Arm

North Arm

One channel consists of two staggered 

tubes for better efficiency and drift time

Those two layers are in different HV and 

gas segments to minimize dead channels

Large panel Small panel

CO2:iso-C4H10 = 93:7

HV: ~4350 V



Muon Trigger in Run-2 p+p

 Coincidence of fired planes of each quadrant gives a “quadrant 
trigger” 

 Minimum bias (BBC) AND one quadrant for the “single-muon 
trigger” and more than one quadrant for the “dimuon trigger”

 Inefficiencies from hardware dead time is 1~2%

 Trigger rate was dominated by non-collision beam related 
background  survived with Run-2 luminosity (~100 Hz for the 
single-muon trigger and ~10 Hz for the dimuon trigger)

‘Quadrant’ 

trigger

µ
MuID

Quadrant


